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Abstract
It is essential to assess the trustworthiness of the machine learning models when deploying them to real-world applications,
such as healthcare and risk management, in which domain experts need to make critical decisions. We propose a visual analysis
method for supporting domain experts to understand and improve a given machine learning model based on a model-agnostic
interpretable explanation technique. Our visualization method provides a heat map matrix as an overview of the model explana-
tion and helps efficient feature engineering and data cleaning. We demonstrate our visualization method on a text classification
task.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Heat maps; Visual analytics; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning;

1. Introduction

In this paper, we propose a visual analysis method for understand-
ing machine learning models and improving them by feature en-
gineering and data cleaning. While sophisticated machine learning
models achieve high accuracy in various tasks, the need for inter-
pretable explanation of the models is growing in application do-
mains such as healthcare, and risk management.

To help domain experts understand a given trained model, we
adopt an explanation technique that locally explains the prediction
of each instance, such as LIME [RSG16] and SHAP [LL17]. Our
visualization method provides an overview of a large set of local
explanations by a heat map matrix that is grouped by similar in-
stances and features. It enables domain experts to identify sets of
features and instances to be modified for improving the model or
cleaning the dataset.

2. Related Work

There have been several studies on visual analytic methods for un-
derstanding and refining machine learning models through their ex-
planation. There are two types of such methods: white-box visual
explanation and black-box visual explanation.

White-box visual explanation approaches [WSW∗18] [SGPR18]
[WGSY19] try to directly visualize the behavior of the models es-
pecially for machine learning experts. In contrast, black-box visual
explanation approaches apply model-agnostic explanation tech-
niques that separately develop interpretable models approximating
the original models.

The black-box approach can be applied to any models, and
the explanation can be a decision tree [CS96], a linear predic-
tion model [RSG16], and a rule-based model [RSG18]. Krause et
al. [KDS∗17] utilized an explanation with a set of features that are
prominent for predicting an instance and developed a visual ana-
lytic workflow. RuleMatrix [MQB19] visualizes rule-based expla-
nations of an entire model. Some studies [ZWM∗19] [KCK∗19]
provide visualization of statistical data of the model as explana-
tions.

Our method adopts the black-box approach for supporting do-
main experts, and provides a novel heat map matrix based visu-
alization with co-clustering of features and instances for efficient
model improvement and data cleaning.

3. Explanation Visualization by Clustered Heat Map Matrix

Here, we introduce our visualization method based on clustered
heat map matrix. Figure 1 shows the processing flow of our method.
Given a trained machine learning model, it first generates a set

Figure 1: The processing flow for creating our visual explanation.
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Figure 2: Our visualization consists of two views. The left-hand side is a heat map matrix as an overview of a large set of local explanations.
The right-hand side is a detail view to display information and the local explanation of the designated instance.

of interpretable explanations for individual predictions. Currently,
we utilize the LIME [RSG16] algorithm for generating individ-
ual explanations consisting of a set of features and their impor-
tance weights. Given the prediction of an instance, LIME builds
a linear prediction model that locally approximates the original
model around the instance, and then its K or fewer features and
their weights are regarded as the local explanation. For selecting
instances to visualize, we utilize SP-LIME that is an extension of
LIME for analyzing the entire model. The explanation generated
by SP-LIME is a set of the explanations of B instances, which are
selected so that they can cover important features as many as possi-
ble. Note that the importance of the feature is a sum of its weights,
and the importance of a instance is a sum of the importance of fea-
tures included in SP-LIME. Our method visualize this SP-LIME
explanation as an F×B matrix (F is the total number of features in
the SP-LIME explanation) with features as rows and instances as
columns, and call it an explanation matrix.

Second, our method groups similar features and instances in the
explanation matrix, so that the user can easily locate sets of fea-
tures and instances that affect the accuracy of the original model.
For clustering, we utilize a co-clustering method that performs si-
multaneous clustering on the row and column dimension of the
matrix [MO04]. We sort features and instances inside each clus-
ter according to their importance, and sort clusters according to the
average importance of the elements of clusters. Before clustering,
we remove features whose importance values are below a threshold
because the explanation matrix is usually sparse and they could be
noisy.

Then we visualize the clustered and sorted explanation matrix
by a heat map (Figure 2 left). Each column indicates the local ex-
planation of the instances. Cells with positive weights are colored
blue, and those with negative weights are colored red. The clusters
are divided by lines, so that the user can easily see sets of features
and instances.

The right-hand side of Figure 2 is the detailed view which
shows information and local explanation of designated instance.
Colors used in this view correspond to the heat map. The pie chart
shows the prediction result of the selected instance by the original
model, and the color of the circle inside the pie chart represents the
ground truth. The explanation of this instance by LIME, features

and weights as a bar chart. The original instance is presented in the
right above area. In Figure 2, since we supposed to document clas-
sification task, the document with important features (highlighted
by colors) is displayed.

4. Case Study

In this section, we demonstrate an analysis of an machine learning
model by our visualization method through a text classification
task. We used part of the 20 newsgroups text dataset in scikit-
learn(http://scikit-learn.org/0.19/datasets/twenty_
newsgroups.html) including documents classified into "Athe-
ism" and "Christianity". These documents are mail data including
headers and footers. The number of training data and test data are
1079 and 717 respectively. In this study, Atheism corresponds to
positive and Christianity corresponds to negative. We set a limit
of the number of features (K) to 20, and the number of instances
(B) to 50. We trained a random forest with 500 trees as the original
model.

The original model achieved an accuracy score of 91.5%. Figure
2 (left) visualizes the explanation matrix of this model. We found
that several clusters emphasized by the gray rectangle in Figure 2
affect a bunch of instances to be classified as Atheism. Most fea-
tures in these clusters are mail headers which have nothing to do
with religion, so we can assess this model is untrustworthy because
it learned inappropriate features even if the accuracy score is high.

Next, we attempted to improve this untrustworthy model. Since
we found out that the mail headers cause the problem, we remove
headers from each document, and then train the model again us-
ing the cleaned data. After this manipulation, though the accuracy
dropped to 76.1%, important features appeared at the top of the ex-
planation changed to religious terms with negative weights, such as
God, Jesus, church. To confirm the trustworthyness of this model,
we inspected instances explained by religious features on the de-
tailed view in Figure 2 (right). The input document with highlights
describes Christian words are properly weighted. Consequently, we
can see this model became more trustworthy by removing noisy
features.
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